Wildlife Protector Series
SG-580 Protector
For Distribution Voltage Class Surge Arresters
and Primary Transformer Bushings
Most versatile and economical wildlife
protector on the market.
One piece folding guard.
Snaps together easily and securely with
Positive Latching System.
Two pre-cut cable entry ports (one on top,
one on the side) with flexible “fingers” for
easy installation.
Prefabricated cutout for arc gap arrester.
Fits both ceramic and polymer bushings.
UV enhanced polypropylene resin for
long service life.
Bottom sizing rings provide
openings from 2.75” to 4.0” in
diameter.
Dimensions: 4.9” I.D. by 8.0” high
Color: Storm Gray
Quantity: 20 per carton

RMC Plastics introduced the SG-580 in 1995 as a more economical option for our
customers. A one-piece folding guard, this unit is simple to install and has a large enough
diameter to fit almost all bushing sizes being used today. The bottom-ring diameter can be
made larger simply by trimming away one of the sizing rings.
One of the best features of the SG-580 is that we included four button-type latches on the
hinge side. These four latches provide a necessary backup function so that years down the
road, if the thinner hinging section begins to show signs of age, there are more latches
available to ensure that the hinge side of the protector is still securely held together.
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Durability in wildlife protectors is defined by its material, wall thickness,
latching system and U.V. resilience. RMC Plastics combines our Positive
Latching System, heavy-duty wall thickness (over 100 thousands of an inch),
and superior U.V. protection.
Our U.V. package contains Polypropylene material with the maximum
amount of Hindered Amine Light Stabilizers (HALS) and U.V. absorbers to
ensure the longest life possible. Many of our products have been in service
for over twenty years. See our full line of wildlife protectors at
rmcplastics.com.
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